
Limited

85dB

Safe sounds for little ears



Audio accessories for kids 
that don’t cost the Earth
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Have lots of fun

Volume limited to 85dB

Make thoughtfully

Learn a little

Listen with care

50% Recycled 100% Plastic Neutral

About protecting endangered animals

Characters that kids just love

Our camp rules!



Limited

85dB

Safe sounds for little ears

Little ears need protection from 
loud sounds that can permanently 
damage their hearing as it develops. 
That's why these Planet Buddies 
headphones have a safe 85 decibel 
volume limit. 



Safe sounds for little ears



We work with RePurpose, the 
World’s leading Plastic Action 

Platform, bringing together 270+ 
brands, consumers, innovators, and 
policymakers to collectively combat 

the plastic waste crisis.



Loading video...



Turning plastic waste into desks and playgrounds

30,000 Kg
Plastic removed

600,000
Plastic Bags



Turning plastic waste into desks and playgrounds

600,000
Plastic Bags

36 Waste 
workers employed



We support worldwide 
conservation

So far they have:

Protected over 
11,600 species

Co-funded a further 
3,1 million acres

Secured more than 2,6 million 
acres of threatened habitat

Planted 2,7 million trees

Planet Buddies are proud to partner up with the World 
Land Trust whose rangers, Keepers of the Wild, perform 

essential work on the frontlines of conservation worldwide. 

We donate 1% of proceedings to support them in 
protecting our wildlife and environment.
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Loved by kids & parents alike 

“Our mums were particularly impressed with one product. 

This was a pair of headphones that allows children to listen to their 
audio at a safe volume, while they learn about endangered species”

- UKMUMS.TV



Loved by kids & parents alike 

“Our mums were particularly impressed with one product. 

This was a pair of headphones that allows children to listen to their 
audio at a safe volume, while they learn about endangered species”

UKMUMS.TV



Meet the gang!



Meet the gang!



Furry eared headphones

85dB Limited 

Folds for 
easy carry

Fun Furry Ears

Extra jack for 
music sharing

SRP £19.99



Furry eared headphones

Safe sounds for little ears!
Des sons surs pour les petite oreilles



Wired headphones

85dB Limited 

Folds for 
easy carry

Inline microphone

1.5m cable

SRP £24.99





Wireless Earbuddies
SRP £29.99

85dB Limited 

Dual mic for clear speech

Fast Charging
15 mins = 2-hour playtime 

5 Hours playtime 
20 hours in the charging case 

Splash and sweat resistant



WIRELESS EARBUDDIES
ECOUTEURS SANS FIL

Hi, I’m Arlo the 
Snow leopard!

Salute, je suis Arlo la 
léopard des neiges

Safe sounds for little ears!
Des sons surs pour les petite oreilles

WIRELESS EARBUDDIES
ECOUTEURS SANS FIL



Wireless speaker
SRP £29.99

Bluetooth Wireless

3W Power

inbuilt microphone

Connect 2 Speakers 



Safe sounds for little ears!
Des sons surs pour les petite oreilles

Hi, I’m Pepper the 
Penguin!

Salute, je suis
Pepper le Manchot!



Wireless headphones
SRP £34.99

85dB Limited 

Inbuilt microphone

Audio cable included

Folds for easy carry

40-hour playtime





Range recap

Furry 
headphones

Wired 
headphones

Wireless 
Earbuddies

£19.99 £24.99 £29.99



Wireless 
headphones

Range recap

Wireless 
speakers

Wireless 
Earbuddies

£29.99 £29.99 £34.99



January June

Our entire range is 
Plastic Neutral 

True Wireless
Earbuds

Roadmap 2024



August November

Wireless Over Ears
With Mic

Wake-Up Time clock 
& nightlight

Roadmap 2024



Thank You !!!
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